221 RCSCC Patriot

Scavenger Hunt
The rules
To ensure your scavenger hunt runs smoothly, please read the rules carefully. If you have questions, ask!
1. All items must be found in your own home
2. Each item can only be used once to fulfill an entry.
3. Stay safe. At no point will the game require players to perform challenges that are dangerous or break
the law.
4. You have until 20:00 hrs to complete as many item/challenges as you are able, at which time the staff
member will cease to record points, we will meet up on the main deck to find out who the winner is.
5. A prize will be awarded to the winning team :)

Item Search (1pt each)

Individual Challenges

You will show your item to the staff, they will then
check the item as found, only then can you begin
looking for the next item. A point will be recorded
for each team member that shows the item.

You will complete your challenge, on camera, the
staff, will then check the challenge as complete,
only then can you begin doing another. Points will
be recorded for each team member that performs
the task.

Coffee Machine
Game console
Hand sanitizer
Face mask
Favourite mug
Yoga Mat
Book or colouring book
Pencil Case
A penny
A pair of winter gloves
Toothbrush
Potted plant
Measuring tape
Alarm clock
A bandaid
A stuffed animal
A boardgame
Something with wheels (i.e. toy car)
Candle
Boat
Chip, cheesy or pretzel
A battery
An award/trophy
Show a parent, grand-parent or sibling
Notes taken from a Sea Cadet class
Christmas decorations

Perform a handstand (5pt)
Tie knots (each cadet can only tie one knot)
Overhand (5pt)
Figure of Eight (5pt)
Reef Knot (5pt)
Sheetbend (5pt)
Bowline (5pt)
Rolling Hitch (5pt)
Sheepshank (5pt)
Round Turn 2 half hitches (5pt)
Make a trick shot into a garbage can (2pt)
Miming (each cadet can only do one below)
Stuck in a box (5pt)
Brushing teeth (5pt)
Dunking cookies into milk (5pt)
Taking a photograph (5pt)
Walking a runway (5pt)
Doing a pirouette (5pt)
Make an Origami animal (10pt)

Group Challenges
The entire team will participate in group challenges, the staff, will then check the challenge as complete, only then
can you begin doing another. Points will be deducted for each team member not on camera (-5pts each).
Screenshot of everyone wearing a mask (25pts)
Build a toilet paper roll pyramid (must be a pyramid shape) (5pts per layer)
The entire team performing a TikTok dance (50pts)
Everyone must do a different yoga pose (50pts)
Entire team wearing the same shirt (25)

